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Abstract
Let c be a piecewise smooth wave speed on Rn, unknown inside a domain Ω. We are given the solution
operator for the scalar wave equation pB2t´c2∆qu “ 0, but only outside Ω and only for initial data supported
outside Ω. Using our recently developed scattering control method, we prove that piecewise smooth wave
speeds are uniquely determined by this map, and provide a reconstruction formula. In other words, the
wave imaging problem is solvable in the piecewise smooth setting under mild conditions. We also illustrate a
separate method, likewise constructive, for recovering the locations of interfaces in broken geodesic normal
coordinates using scattering control.
1 Introduction and background
The wave inverse problem asks for the unknown coefficient(s), representing wave speeds, of a wave equation
inside a domain of interest Ω, given knowledge about the equation’s solutions (typically on BΩ). Traditionally,
the coefficients are smooth, and the data is the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map, or its inverse. The main questions
are uniqueness and stability: can the coefficients be recovered from the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map, and is
this reconstruction stable relative to perturbations in the data? In the smooth case, the uniqueness question
was answered in the affirmative by Belishev [1], using the boundary control method introduced in that
same article. Logarithmic type stability estimates were proven in [3] for a related problem for the wave
equation with a smooth sound speed or metric. Using geometric optics, Stefanov and Uhlmann [22] show
Ho¨lder type stability for the case of simple wave speeds; recently, Stefanov, Uhlmann, and Vasy [23] also
proved uniqueness, Ho¨lder stability and reconstruction under a foliation condition, utilizing their work on
the local geodesic ray transform [24]. Some work has also been done on the piecewise smooth case; e.g.,
Hansen [13], assuming the background speed is known. In [16] it is shown that from the broken scattering
relation for smooth Riemannian metrics one can determine the metric. This assumes, for the case of the
sound speed, a dense number of discontinuities of the speed. For more details see [13] and [16].
In this paper, we show uniqueness also holds for piecewise smooth wave speeds with conormal singular-
ities, under very mild geometric conditions, using our recently developed scattering control method [4]. We
consider the particular wave equation
pB2t ´ c2∆qu “ 0. (1.1)
Instead of using the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map, we take a slightly different (but equivalent) initial value
approach: the domain is extended from Ω to Rn and the data is the solution operator for the wave equation,
but only outside Ω, and only for initial data supported outside Ω. The idea behind scattering control is to
find, for given initial data, extra trailing initial data which allows us, indirectly, to isolate the portion of the
wave field at a certain time and depth inside Ω. Under appropriate geometric conditions, this portion of the
wave field is free of multiple reflections arising from discontinuities in c and is spatially concentrated.
These two properties of scattering control lead immediately to two strategies for the inverse problem.
The first property, spatial concentration, leads to a constructive uniqueness result inspired by a harmonic
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function reconstruction method of Belishev and Blagovestchenskii [2]. The key idea is to take inner products
of increasingly concentrated wave fields with Euclidean coordinate functions (which are stationary for equa-
tion (1.1)): this allows us to convert boundary normal coordinates to Euclidean coordinates, from which
c can be recovered. This leads to Theorem A, which provides a reconstruction formula for c in terms of a
function κ that can be computed by scattering control. The precise statement of the theorem involves several
technical definitions which in the interests of brevity we will defer to later sections.
Before stating the theorems, let us describe our given data, which comes in the form of an outside mea-
surement operator akin to the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map. Precisely, for Cauchy data h0 P H1pRnq ‘ L2pRnq,
we denote by uh0ptq the wave solution with initial data h0. We then define the outside measurement operator
F : H1c pΩcq ‘ L2cpΩcq Ñ C1pRt;H1pΩcqq as
F : h0 Ñ uh0ptq
ˇˇ
Ωc . (1.2)
We can now present a high-level version of the first main reconstruction theorem.
Theorem A. Let y “ py1, . . . , ynq P Ω be a regular point, and let pp, T q P BΩ ˆ R` be boundary normal
coordinates for y. Then the Euclidean coordinates y and the wave speed cpyq may be reconstructed from pp, T q
and F .
This reconstruction theorem carries one significant geometric restriction, the regular point requirement
on y. While regularity is defined rigorously in Section 3.1, the key obstruction occurs when the fastest
path from y to the boundary travels along an interface. Some quite reasonable choices of pΩ, cq feature an
open set of such irregular points, on which Theorem A cannot immediately reconstruct c. Fortunately, a
layer stripping-type argument allows us to recover such a c in multiple steps, leading to an unconditional
uniqueness result.
Theorem B. A piecewise smooth c satisfying the (mild) conditions of Section 3.1 is uniquely determined by F .
The second property, multiple reflection removal, leads to a method for locating discontinuities in c in
(suitably generalized) boundary normal coordinates. Briefly, we may probe Ω with a wave packet and track
the kinetic energy along the transmitted ray as time increases. At each discontinuity, energy is lost to the
reflected wave; by measuring this loss we recover the reflection coefficient, and the time of the loss provides
the depth of the discontinuity, in generalized boundary normal coordinates. Both calculated quantities
(depth and reflection coefficient) become exact in the high-frequency limit.
Theorem C. Let γpsq be a unit speed distance minimizing broken geodesic segment connecting a regular point
y P Ω to BΩ, with γp0q P BΩ, γpT q “ y. Then the discontinuities of c along γ, measured in boundary normal
coordinates, may be reconstructed from F .
We begin in Section 2 with a re-introduction of scattering control and accompanying definitions. Section 3
then presents the harmonic inner product-based reconstruction formula and uniqueness theorem. Sections 4
and 5 conclude by presenting the wave packet approach to locating discontinuities in c.
Notation and Conventions We use ” to indicate equality of distributions modulo smooth functions;
throughout smooth means C8. We will extensively use Fourier integral operators associated with canon-
ical graphs, abbreviating them as graph FIOs.
2 Scattering control
This section revisits scattering control [4], a type of time-reversal iteration. Time reversal is a common
theme in wave equation inverse problems, both in the mathematical literature and in practice (e.g., [11]).
We present most of the key definitions and results that will be of use in the current paper.
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2.1 Domains and wave speeds
Let cpxq be a piecewise smooth function on Rn, the wave speed, satisfying c, c´1 P L8pRnq. We imagine c to
be known only outside a Lipschitz domain Ω Ă Ω Ĺ Rn representing the object of interest.
We allow ourselves to probe Ω with Cauchy data concentrated close to Ω, in some Lipschitz domain
Θ Ą Ω. We will add to this initial pulse a Cauchy data control supported outside Θ, whose role is to isolate
the resulting wave field at a particular time and depth controlled by a time parameter T P p0, 12 diam Ωq. This
will require controls supported in an ambient Lipschitz neighborhood Υ of Θ that satisfies dpBΥ,Θq ą 2T
and is otherwise arbitrary1.
This initial pulse region Θ has a central role in the scattering series. First, define the depth dΘ˚pxq of a
point x inside Θ:
dΘ˚pxq “
#
`dpx, BΘq, x P Θ,
´dpx, BΘq, x R Θ. (2.1)
Larger values of dΘ˚ are therefore deeper inside Θ. For each t, define2 the open sets
Θt “ tx P Υ | dΘ˚pxq ą tu,
Θ‹t “ tx P Υ | dΘ˚pxq ă tu.
(2.2)
As in (2.2) above, we use a superscript ‹ to indicate sets and function spaces lying outside, rather than
inside, some region. We define Ωt, Ω‹t similarly, and let Ω‹ “ Ω‹0.
2.2 Solution operators and spaces
Let C˜ be the space of Cauchy data of interest:
C˜ “ H10 pΥq ‘ L2pΥq, (2.3)
considered as a Hilbert space with the energy inner product@pf0, f1q, pg0, g1qD “ ż
Υ
`∇f0pxq ¨∇g0pxq ` c´2f1pxqg1pxq˘ dx. (2.4)
Within C˜ define the subspaces of Cauchy data supported inside and outside Θt:
Ht “ H10 pΘtq ‘ L2pΘtq, H “ H0,
H˜‹t “ H10 pΘ‹t q ‘ L2pΘ‹t q, H˜‹“ H˜‹0.
(2.5)
Define the energy and kinetic energy of Cauchy data h “ ph0, h1q P C˜ in a subset W Ď Rn:
EW phq “
ż
W
´
|∇h0|2 ` c´2 |h1|2
¯
dx, KEW phq “
ż
W
c´2 |h1|2 dx. (2.6)
Next, define F to be the solution operator for the initial value problem:
F : H1pRnq ‘ L2pRnq Ñ CpR, H1pRnqq, F ph0, h1q “ u s.t.
$’&’%
pB2t ´ c2∆qu “ 0,
u
∣∣
t“0 “ h0,
Btu
∣∣
t“0 “ h1.
(2.7)
Our data for the inverse problem is the outside measurement operator F : H10 pΩ‹q‘L2pΩ‹q Ñ CpR, H1pΩ‹qq,
the restriction of F to Ω‹ in both domain and codomain.
1Here the distance dpx, yq is travel time distance: the infimum of the lengths of all AC curves γpsq connecting x and y, measured
in the metric c´2dx2, such that γ´1psingsupp cq has measure zero; see (3.1).
2We tacitly assume throughout that Θt, Θ‹t are Lipschitz.
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Let Rs propagate Cauchy data at time t “ 0 to Cauchy data at t “ s:
Rs “ pF, BtF q
ˇˇˇ
t“s
: H1pRnq ‘ L2pRnq Ñ H1pRnq ‘ L2pRnq. (2.8)
Now combine Rs with a time-reversal operator ν : C˜Ñ C˜, defining for a given T
R “ ν ˝R2T , ν : pf0, f1q ÞÑ pf0,´f1q. (2.9)
In our problem, only waves interacting with pΩ, cq in time 2T are of interest. Consequently, let us ignore
Cauchy data not interacting with Θ, as follows.
Let G “ H˜‹X `R2T pH10 pRnzΘq‘L2pRnzΘqq˘ be the space of Cauchy data in C˜ whose wave fields vanish
on Θ at t “ 0 and t “ 2T . Let C be its orthogonal complement inside C˜, and H‹t its orthogonal complement
inside H˜‹t . With this definition, R2T mapsC to itself isometrically. Also, let piC : C˜Ñ C be the corresponding
orthogonal projection.
2.3 Projections inside and outside Θt
The final ingredients needed are restriction operators for Cauchy data inside and outside each Θt. As hard
cutoffs are not bounded operators in energy space, we replace them with Hilbert space projections.
Let pit, pi‹t be the orthogonal projections of C onto Ht, H‹t respectively; let pit “ 1 ´ pit. For brevity,
let pi “ pi0, pi‹ “ pi‹0 . The complementary projection I ´ pit ´ pi‹t is the orthogonal projection onto It, the
orthogonal complement to Ht ‘H‹t in C.
The Dirichlet principle provides an interpretation of these projections [4]:
ppithqpxq “
#
hpxq, x P Θt,
pϕ, 0q, x P Θ‹t ,
(2.10)
where ϕ is the harmonic extension of h|BΘt to Υ (with zero trace on BΥ). Similarly, pi‹t h is zero on Θt, and
outside Θt is equal to h, with this harmonic extension subtracted from the first component.
2.4 Scattering control
Our major tool is a Neumann series, the scattering control series. Given Cauchy data h0 P H, define
h8 “
8ÿ
i“0
ppi‹Rq2ih0, (2.11)
We will often need its kth partial sum hk “ řki“0ppi‹Rq2ih0, as well. Formally, h8 solves the scattering control
equation
pI ´ pi‹Rpi‹Rqh8 “ h0. (2.12)
As (2.11) expresses, h8 consists of h0, plus a control in H‹. In general, series (2.11) does not converge in
C, although it does converge in an appropriate weighted space [4, Theorem 2.3].
The behavior of the scattering control series is intertwined with a particular portion of the wave field, the
harmonic almost direct transmission, which is at time T and depth at least T .
Definition. The harmonic almost direct transmission of h0 at time T is
hDT “ hDTph0, T q “ piTRTh0. (2.13)
Referring to the earlier discussion, we see hDT is equal to RTh0 inside ΘT ; outside ΘT , its first component
is extended harmonically from BΘT , while the second component is extended by zero.
We now excerpt the key theorems on the scattering control series’ behavior from [4].
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Theorem 2.1. Let h0 P H and T P p0, 12 diam Θq. Then isolating the deepest part of the wave field of h0 is
equivalent to summing the scattering control series:
pI ´ pi‹Rpi‹Rqh8 “ h0 ðñ R´TpiR2Th8 “ hDT and h8 P h0 `H‹. (2.14)
Such an h8, if it exists, is unique in C.
Theorem 2.2. With h0, T as in Theorem 2.1, define the partial sums
hk “
kÿ
i“0
ppi‹Rpi‹Rqih0. (2.15)
Then the deepest part of the wave field can be (indirectly) recovered from thku regardless of convergence of the
scattering control series:
lim
kÑ8R´TpiR2Thk “ RTχh0 “ hDT, ‖piRhk‖Œ ‖hDT‖. (2.16)
The set of h0 for which the scattering control series converges in C is dense in H.
Theorem 2.1 covers the situation when the scattering control series converges: the wavefield of h8 inside
Θ at t “ 2T is equal to that generated by hDT, the deepest portion of h0’s wavefield, alone. This is not true
of the wave field of h0 itself, because other waves, including multiple reflections, will mix with hDT’s wave
field in general.
Theorem 2.2 describes the general case: convergence may fail, but only outside Θ. Inside Θ, the partial
sums’ wave fields at t “ 2T do converge to RThDT, and their energies are in fact monotonically decreasing.
By combining the theorems above with energy conservation, we may recover the energy of the harmonic
almost direct transmission, as well as its kinetic component (which does not include a harmonic extension).
For precise statements, see [4, Props. 2.7, 2.8].
3 Uniqueness and reconstruction of c by harmonic inner products
In this section, we demonstrate how to recover c by expressing it in terms of particular inner products
between wave fields and harmonic functions — inner products that can be computed by scattering control.
The idea originates with Belishev and Blagovestchenskii [2] in the context of boundary control, and a similar
idea was recently taken up by de Hoop, Kepley, and Oksanen and realized computationally [9]. Here, the use
of Cauchy data considerably simplifies the reconstruction formulas. We will restrict ourselves to piecewise
smooth c, in order to analyze the behavior of wave fields near their wave fronts with microlocal machinery,
but we expect the method is applicable to any c satisfying unique continuation.
We begin by introducing broken geodesic normal coordinates, the natural analogue of geodesic normal
coordinates for piecewise smooth metrics, in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 follows with the main theorem on
recovering wave speeds with harmonic inner products. Due to the possibility of coordinate breakdown, we
may not be able to recover c everywhere in one pass, but prove in Section 3.3 with a layer stripping-type
argument that c can be recovered on all of Ω nonetheless.
3.1 Broken geodesic normal coordinates
Assume Ω Ă Rn is an open domain whose closure is an embedded submanifold with boundary in Rn. Let
cpxq be a piecewise smooth and lower semicontinuous function on Rn, bounded above and away from zero,
and singular only on a set of disjoint, closed, connected, smooth hypersurfaces Γi of Ω, called interfaces.
Let Γ “ ŤΓi; let tΩju be the connected components of RnzΓ. Assume each smooth piece cˇˇΩj extends to a
smooth function cj on Rn.
The distance dpX,Y q between sets X,Y Ă Ω is the infimal length of absolutely continuous paths γ
between points in X and Y :
dpX,Y q “ inf
"ż
cpγpsqq´2|γ1psq| ds
ˇˇˇˇ
γ P ACpΩq, γp0q P X, γp1q P Y
*
. (3.1)
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c0 c c0
∂Ω
Ω \ Ωrx
p
Figure 3.1: Failure of total regularity. Here c is piecewise constant, equal to c0 except on an open domain D
where c ! c0 (dashed). The minimal-length path from the boundary to any point x in the shaded region contains
a non-trivial portion of BD.
The Arzela`-Ascoli theorem implies that the infimum in (3.1) is always attained for closed, nonempty X,Y .
Under some regularity conditions, we can now identify an interior point x with the closest boundary point
ppxq and the distance T pxq between them.
Definition. The curve γ P ACpΩq is demi-tangent to Γ at γpsq if at least one of the one-sided derivatives of γ
exists at s and belongs to TΓ.
We call x P ΩzΓ almost regular with respect to pΩ, cq if the infimum in dpx, BΩq “ dptxu, BΩq is achieved
by a unique path γx, and this path is nowhere demi-tangent to ΓY BΩ.
Let ppxq “ γxp1q be the closest boundary point to x, and T pxq “ dpx, BΩq. The pair pppxq, T pxqq are the
broken geodesic normal coordinates for x.
The following lemma explains the name “broken geodesic normal coordinates” for pppxq, T pxqq.
Lemma 3.1. For every almost regular x, the minimal path γx is a purely transmitted (broken) geodesic inter-
secting BΩ normally.
The proofs of this lemma and the others in this section are deferred to Section 3.4. For completeness, we
recall the definition of broken geodesics.
Definition. A (unit-speed) broken geodesic in pΩ, cq is a continuous, piecewise smooth path γ : R Ą I Ñ M
that is a unit-speed geodesic with respect to g “ c´2dx2 on ΩzΓ, intersects the interfaces Γ at a discrete set
of points ti P I. Furthermore, at each ti the intersection is transversal and Snell’s Law is satisfied: that is,
γ1pt´i q ´ γ1pt`i q is normal to Γ. We will usually drop “unit speed” for brevity.
A transmitted (broken) geodesic in a unit-speed broken geodesic experiencing only refractions; that is, the
inner products of γ1pt´i q and γ1pt`i q with the normal to Γ have identical signs at each ti.
For every px, vq P SΩ there is a maximal transmitted broken geodesic γx,v with γ1x,vp0q “ px, vq. Hence
the broken exponential map
expBΩpp, T q “ γp,νppqpT q (3.2)
is a left inverse for x ÞÑ pppxq, T pxqq; here νppq is the inward unit normal to BΩ at p.
In the case of smooth c, boundary normal coordinates parametrize Ω on the complement of its cut locus.
A similar result is true for broken geodesic normal coordinates:
Definition. Let x P Ω be almost regular. Then x is regular if d expBΩ is bijective at pppxq, T pxqq; otherwise, it
is a focal point. Let Ωr be the set of regular x.
Lemma 3.2. Ωr is open; the broken geodesic normal coordinate map x ÞÑ pppxq, T pxqq is a diffeomorphism
between Ωr and its image.
The significance of regular points are that these are the points where c can be directly reconstructed,
leading to the following property:
Definition. pΩ, cq is totally regular if almost every x P Ω is regular.
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Unlike the case for smooth c, many reasonable choices of pΩ, cq are not totally regular. As Figure 3.1
illustrates, broken geodesic normal coordinates can fail to cover all of Ω. In this example a single p is the
closest boundary point to every point in an open subset of Ω. On the metric side, this occurs when minimal
length paths travel along interfaces, a case we specifically excluded earlier. Conversely, if the interfaces are
all strictly convex (viewed from the inside), paths along interfaces are never minimal, and in fact, pΩ, cqmust
be totally regular.
Lemma 3.3. If Ω is compact and the interfaces Γi are strictly convex, as viewed from their interiors, then pΩ, cq
is totally regular.
3.2 Wave speed recovery
In the boundary control method, the Blagovestchenskii identity allows the computation of inner products
between wave fields generated by boundary controls, given only the Neumann-to-Dirichlet map. A similar
identity calculates inner products between a wave field and a harmonic function. Because wave propagation
is a unitary map (energy-conserving), the Blagovestchenskii identity’s analogue for Cauchy data is simply
the usual energy inner product. Finding inner products with harmonic functions requires only slightly more
work, and relies on the fact that the wave equation (1.1) preserves harmonic functions.
Lemma 3.4. For any h0 P C and any harmonic functions f, g,
xpiTRTh0, pf, gqy “ lim
kÑ8
“@
hk, pf ´ Tg, gq
D´ @pi‹R2Thk, pf ` Tg, gqD‰. (3.3)
If the scattering control series converges, hk can be replaced above by h8 and the limit omitted.
Proof. We begin with the observation that fpxq ` tgpxq is a solution of the wave equation (1.1) for any c
whenever f, g are harmonic. Defining hk as before, recall from Theorem 2.2 that
lim
kÑ8piR2Thk “ RTpiTRTh0. (3.4)
As a result, it is possible to compute inner products of piTRTh0, for arbitrary h0, with arbitrary harmonic
Cauchy data pf, gq. Namely,
xpiTRTh0, pf, gqy “ xRTpiTRTh0, pf ` Tg, gqy
“ lim
kÑ8xpiR2Thk, pf ` Tg, gqy.
“ lim
kÑ8 rxR2Thk, pf ` Tg, gqy ´ xpi
‹R2Thk, pf ` Tg, gqys .
(3.5)
The second term is already computable from outside data. For the first term, we can move the inner product
back by time 2T (by unitarity of R´2T with respect to the energy norm). Since R´2T pf`Tg, gq “ pf´Tg, gq,
xpiTRTh0, pf, gqy “ lim
kÑ8 rxhk, pf ´ Tg, gqy ´ xpi
‹R2Thk, pf ` Tg, gqys . (3.6)
When the scattering control series converges, the limit in k can be taken inside.
The appeal of the lemma is that the almost direct transmission piTRTh0 in general may be arbitrarily
spatially concentrated (aside from harmonic extensions in the first component). Taking inner products with
the harmonic data p0, xiq and p0, 1q, we may now recover weighted averages of xi over this support. As
long as piTRTh0 is not oscillatory, this provides us with approximate Euclidean coordinates for the support,
becoming exact in the limit as Θ Ñ Ω. By appropriately choosing h0 and a sequence of domains Θpjq tending
to Ω, Euclidean coordinates xpp, T q can be obtained for any point pp, T q P Ωr in broken geodesic normal
coordinates (Figure 3.2), yielding a coordinate transformation Φ: pp, T q ÞÑ xpp, T q. Once this coordinate
transformation is known, c can be recovered immediately by taking a derivative in T .
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∂Ω
∂ΘT
∂Θh0
p
x(p, T )
Figure 3.2: Shrinking the support of the initial data h0 to a point. The dashed line indicates the normal geodesic
from that point; the support of the almost direct transmission shrinks to a point on the geodesic.
Theorem A. Let y “ py1, . . . , ynq P Ωr, p “ ppyq P BΩ, and T “ dpy, BΩq; let xi denote the ith Euclidean
coordinate function. Choose a nested sequence of Lipschitz domains Θp1q Ą Θp2q Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Ω such that ŞjΘpjq “
ΩY tpu and diam ΘpjqzΩ Ñ 0. Then
yi “ Φipp, T q “ lim
jÑ8
κp1ΘpjqzΩ, xiq
κp1ΘpjqzΩ, 1q , (3.7)
where κpg, fq “ xpiTRT p0, piCgq, p0, fqy, and 1X represents the indicator function of X. Finally,
c “
∣∣∣∣BΦBT
∣∣∣∣. (3.8)
Theorem A solves the inverse problem and provides a reconstruction formula for c in Euclidean coordi-
nates, since κ can be computed from outside measurements using the scattering control series (Lemma 3.4).
Note that κ and pi in the statement of the theorem depend on Θpjq implicitly. Uniqueness follows immedi-
ately:
Corollary 3.5. Assume that pΩ, cq are such that Ωr is dense in Ω. Then c is uniquely determined on Ω‹T by
R2T
ˇˇ
Ω‹ .
Remark. In their work, de Hoop, Kepley, and Oksanen [7,9] use boundary controls supported on appropriate
subsets of the boundary for certain time intervals, analogous to our Θpjq and Ω. Their boundary controls
produce wave caps with supports similar to that of the almost direct transmission. While no formal link has
yet been established between the two approaches, they are evidently closely related.
Remark. The harmonic function approach is relatively insensitive to the structure of c, including the locations
of interfaces, if any. After recovering c, the Euclidean coordinates of the interfaces can be found by directly
examining the reconstructed c.
We start by stating an unsurprising but useful result about the behavior of solutions near the boundary
of their domain of influence. As we do not know of a proof of it in the literature (for piecewise smooth c),
we prove it here.
Proposition 3.6. Let pp, T q P Ωr, and let v P C8c pΥq, vppq “ 1. Then there exists a neighborhood of pp, T q on
which
RT p0,1Ω‹
j
vqpq, sq “ a0pqqHps´ T q ` a1pqqps´ T q` (3.9)
for some nonzero C8 function a0 and a bounded function a1.
Essentially, a0 is the principal symbol of the purely transmitted graph FIO component of RT .
Proof. To prove the lemma, we consider the initial data h0 “ p0,1Ω‹j vq as a conormal distribution on BΩ,
apply the FIO composition calculus, then recover the progressive wave expansion (3.9) from the symbol of
the resulting (polyhomogeneous) conormal distribution. As an alternative route, it may be possible to use
Weinstein’s principal symbols for arbitrary distributions [25] to allow for more general initial data.
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As in section 4.3, Cauchy data h0 splits into forward- and backward-moving components g˘ “ ˘ i2B´11ΘJ ,
and RTh0 “ R`T g``R´T g´ for half-wave solution operators R˘T which are order-0 FIOs away from glancing.
Conjugating pBt ` iBqR`T g` “ 0, we have R´T g´ “ R`T g` and hence RTh0 ” 2 ReR`T g`. As in the proof of
Theorem 5.1, the assumption pp, T q P Ωr will imply R`T g` ” DT`T g` in a neighborhood of x “ expBΩpp, T q,
where DT`T is the directly transmitted graph FIO component of R`T , defined as in (4.15).
Let Z “ R0 be a one-point space, and define a Fourier integral operator u P IpZ Ñ Υq by upaq “
ag`. Then R`T ˝ u is well-defined as a Fourier integral operator (distribution). In broken boundary normal
coordinates (relative to BΩ) the initial wavefront set is WFu “ tpp, 0; 0, σq | p P BΩX supp vu. The canonical
relation ofDT`T , given by the purely transmitted geodesic flow, acts as translation by p0, T q on the downward
(σ ą 0) covectors in WFu, mapping them into the conormal bundle of ΩT . The images of the upward
covectors in WFu are distinct from x, so by compactness and continuity of the flow they are bounded
away from x; similarly for the images of WFu under the remaining graph FIO components of R`T . Hence
RTh0 “ 2 ReR`T g` ” u on a neighborhood of x for some conormal distribution u P I0pΥ, BΩT q. Note that
Lemma 3.2 implies BΩT is smooth near x.
Applying [14, Theorem 18.2.8], write
upq, s` T q “
ż
e´isσapq, σq dσ, (3.10)
for some symbol a P S´1. Since h0 has a homogeneous symbol as a conormal distribution, a is polyhomoge-
neous, allowing us to write
a “ a0pqqσ´1 ` a1pq, σqσ´2, (3.11)
where a1 is bounded in σ, and a0 given by the (nonzero) principal symbol of DT`T . Hence
upq, sq “ a0pqqHps´ T q ´ 12a0pqq `A1pq, s´ T q, (3.12)
with A1 P H1pR;C8pBΩT qq Ă C0pR;C8pBΩT qq. By finite speed of propagation pRTh0qpq, sq “ 0 for s ą T ,
implying (3.9).
With Proposition 3.6 proved, the proof of Theorem A is straightforward.
Proof of Theorem A. Choose a bump function v P C8c pΥq equal to 1 at p. For all sufficiently large j, the
assumption diam ΘpjqzΩ Ñ 0 implies v1Ω‹ “ 1ΘpjqzΩ outside Θpjq, so by finite speed of propagation they
lead to identical almost direct transmissions: piTRT p0, v1Ω‹q “ piTRT p0,1ΘpjqzΩq. Hence, by Proposition 3.6,
RT p0,1ΘpjqzΩq is everywhere positive or everywhere negative on the intersection of Ω‹T with some neighbor-
hood U of y.
Next, we show diam ΘpjqT zΩT Ñ 0. Let y1 “ pp1, s1q, y2 “ pp2, s2q P ΘpjqT zΩT , and let j “ diam ΘpjqzΩ.
Since BΩzBj ppq Ă BΘpjq we are assured |p1 ´ p2| ă 2j . Next, for all δ ą 0 there is a piecewise C1 curve γ
of length s ` δ connecting y1 to BΩ, and dpBΩ, BΘpjqq ă j . Hence T ą dpy1, BΘpjqq ą s ` δ ` j , implying
s P pT ´ j , T q. Hence |s1 ´ s2| ă 2j , and we can conclude diam ΘpjqT zΩT ă Cj Ñ 0 for some constant C.
In particular, ΘpjqT zΩT , which contains the support of the second component of piTRT p0,1ΘpjqzΩq, lies in
U X Ω‹T for large enough j. For such j,
inf
Θpjq
T
zΩT
xi ď κp1ΘpjqzΩ, x
iq
κp1ΘpjqzΩ, 1q ď supΘpjq
T
zΩT
xi. (3.13)
Note κ is finite, by compactness of ΘpjqT zΩT and the boundedness of RT p0,1ΘpjqzΩq. As diam ΘpjqT zΩT Ñ 0,
the infimum and supremum above tend to the Euclidean coordinate yi, completing the proof.
3.3 Uniqueness and layer stripping
In this section, we combine Theorem A with a layer-stripping argument to prove uniqueness for all piecewise
smooth c with conormal singularities, even when pΩ, cq is not totally regular.
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Theorem B. c is uniquely determined by F .
The idea is as follows. With Theorem A we may not always be able to reconstruct c everywhere, but
we can always do so in a neighborhood of the boundary, where broken geodesic normal coordinates exist.
We may then shrink the boundary inward, into the region where c is now known, and by choosing the new
boundary BΩ˜ suitably, reveal more regular points where we may reconstruct c with Theorem A. By repeating
this process, we can show that c can be reconstructed everywhere.
Proof. For the proof, we choose a point x on the boundary of the domain where c is known, and pick a new
boundary BΩ˜ constructed to have a unique point closest to x, as well as to all points on a geodesic segment
containing x. By Theorem A, c can be then be reconstructed on this segment.
Suppose c, c1 are two piecewise smooth functions, bounded and bounded away from zero, equal outside Ω
with singular supports Γ, Γ1 that are disjoint unions of smooth hypersurfaces. Let F , F 1 be the corresponding
outside measurement operators.
Assume F “ F 1, and let O “ tcpxq ‰ c1pxquzpΓY Γ1q, which is open in Ω. We would like to show that O
is empty. Suppose the contrary and choose some x P BO. Choose a covector ξ that points out of O, and is
not tangent to Γ (if x P Γ). Let γ be the geodesic emanating from px, ξq; and choose  ą 0 such that γ|r´,s
does not intersect Γ except possibly at x. Set y “ γp´q and z “ γpq, and let P “ B2pyq Q z.
Now, choose a Lipschitz subdomain Ω˜ Ą P YO intersecting BP at z only. By construction, γ is the unique
distance-minimizing path from y to BΩ˜, and it is smooth and transversal to Γ. It follows immediately that
γ is also the only distance-minimizing path from γpsq to BΩ˜ for s P p´, q. Finally, Lemma 3.8 implies that
there are no focal points on γ|p´,q, so every point in γpp´, qq is regular. The same argument holds for c1;
so, shrinking  if necessary, the points in γpp´, qqzpΓYΓ1q are regular with respect to both pΩ˜, cq and pΩ˜, c1q.
By Lemma 3.7, the outside measurement operators F˜ , F˜ 1 for c, c1 are identical. Applying Theorem A, we
find c “ c1 on γpp´, qq, a contradiction.
In the proof of Theorem B, we used the fact that the outside measurement operator for a smaller domain
Ω˜ Ă Ω can be found from F if we know the wave speed between BΩ˜ and Ω. The following lemma provides
the details.
Lemma 3.7. Let Ω˜ Ă Ω, and let F˜ , F be the corresponding outside measurement operators. Then F˜ is uniquely
determined by F and cˇˇRnzΩ˜.
In the boundary control setting, de Hoop, Kepley, and Oksanen consider the process of finding (an ana-
logue of) F˜ in much more detail, using the Neumann-to-Dirichlet map in place of the outside measurement
operator F [8]. They also consider the problem’s stability and give a concrete reconstruction procedure.
Proof. The proof is a standard application of unique continuation. Choose T ą dgpBΩ, BΩ˜q, and consider the
map
GT : pH10 pΩ‹q ‘ L2pΩ‹qq2 Ñ H10 pΩ˜‹q ‘ L2pΩ˜‹q
ph`, h´q ÞÑ RTh`
ˇˇ
Ω˜‹ `R´Th´
ˇˇ
Ω˜‹ .
(3.14)
As usual, Ω‹ “ RnzΩ, and similarly for Ω˜‹. We would like to show approximate controllability: that is, the
image of GT is dense in the codomain, or equivalently, kerGT˚ “ 0. For any h and h`, h´, by the unitarity of
RT ,
xGT ph`, h´q, hyΩ˜‹ “ xRTh`, hyRn ` xR´Th´, hyRn
“ xh`, R´ThyRn ` xh´, RThyRn
“ xh`, pi‹R´ThyΩ‹ ` xh´, pi‹RThyΩ‹ ,
(3.15)
where ‖¨‖X is the energy inner product on H10 pXq ‘ L2pXq. Hence GT˚h “ ppi‹R´Th, pi‹RThq.
Suppose now h P kerGT˚ , and consider the wavefield Fh produced by h. Since FhpT, ¨q and Fhp´T, ¨q are
harmonic on Ω‹, we conclude B2tFhp˘T, ¨q
ˇˇ
Ω‹ “ 0. By finite speed of propagation and unique continuation,B2tFhp0, ¨q “ 0 on the set Ω‹T “ tx P Ω | dpx, BΩq ă T u Ą Ω˜ [4, Lemma 2.9]. In particular, h “ Fhp0, ¨q is
harmonic on Ω˜‹, but since h P H10 this forces h “ 0. This proves injectivity of GT˚ , and hence approximate
controllability of GT .
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Now consider an arbitrary h P H10 pΩ˜‹q‘L2pΩ˜‹q; we must show F˜h “ Fh|Ω˜‹ is determined byFh “ Fh|Ω‹
and c|Ω˜‹ . Accordingly, let c1 be another wave speed satisfying the conditions required of c; assume its outside
measurement operator F 1 is identical to F , and that c “ c1 on Ω˜‹.
Choose a sequence hi “ GT phi,`, hi,´q Ñ h; let uipt, xq “ Fhi,`pt ` T, xq ` Fhi,`pt ´ T, xq be the
associated wavefields with respect to c and define u1i, the wavefields with respect to c1, similarly. By continuity
ui Ñ Fh, u1i Ñ F 1h. The difference vi “ ui´u1i is a c-wave equation solution outside of Ω˜ and is zero outside
Ω since F “ F 1. Hence, by unique continuation, vi “ 0 outside Ω˜, and that implies Fh “ F 1h outside Ω˜.
3.4 Geometric proofs
We conclude by proving several lemmas on broken geodesic normal coordinates from Section 3.1.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. To start, split γx into pieces γi, each contained in a single domain Ωjpiq. Let 0 “ a0 ă
a1 ă . . . ă ar´1 ă ar “ 1, where ta1, . . . , ar´1u “ γ´1x pΓq. Write γi “ γ
ˇˇ
rai´1,ais, and let Ωji be the
subdomain containing γi.
First, we show that γx is a broken geodesic. Each γi must be a geodesic for pΩjpiq, c´2jpiqdx2q, and in par-
ticular C1, for otherwise γ could be shortened by replacing γi with a distance-minimizing geodesic between
γi’s endpoints. Snell’s law holds at the interfaces as a direct consequence of the first variation formula for
geodesics [17, Proposition 6.5].
Next, if there is a reflection (jpiq “ jpi ` 1q), then γi Y γi`1 is not the minimal-length path from ai´1
to ai`1 as the corner can be “rounded”; see [17, Theorem 6.6]. Hence γx contains only refractions. Finally,
γ1xp1q “ γ1rp1q must be normal to BΩ, again by the first variation formula for geodesics.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. By definition, expBΩ is an injective local diffeomorphism on the interior of exp´1BΩpΩrq,
so it suffices to prove Ωr is open.
Suppose now ΩzΩr Ą txju Ñ x P Ω, and choose minimal-length paths γj : r0, 1s Ñ Ω from each xj
to BΩ. Using Arzela`-Ascoli, we may assume, by taking a subsequence, that γj Ñ γ uniformly. Letting
lpηq “ ş cpηpsqq´2|η1psq| ds be the length of η P ACpΩq, define pj “ γip1q P BΩ, Tj “ `pγiq, and similarly
p “ γp1q, T “ `pγq.
There are four cases, depending on how the xj are irregular:
• Infinitely many xj P Γ: then x P Γ, by closedness of Γ.
• For infinitely many j there exist distinct minimal-length paths γ˜j ‰ γj from xj to BΩ: As before, using
Arzela`-Ascoli and passing to a subsequence, γ˜j converges to some minimal-length path γ˜ from x to BΩ.
If the minimal paths γ, γ˜ are distinct, then x is irregular.
Otherwise, let pj “ γip1q P BΩ, Tj “ `pγiq, and similarly define p˜j , T˜j . The fact that limppj , Tjq “
limpp˜j , T˜jq and expBΩppj , Tjq “ expBΩpp˜j , T˜jq while ppj , Tjq ‰ pp˜j , T˜jq implies that d expBΩ is singular
at limppj , Tjq. Hence x is irregular.
• Infinitely many γj are demi-tangent to ΓY BΩ: First, assume infinitely many left-hand side derivatives
γ1´ are tangent to Γ. Passing to a subsequence, assume this is true for all γj . Let sj “ infts | γ1´j psq P
TΓu; by compactness the sj˚ have a limit point s˚ P p0, 1s. Again passing to a subsequence, we may
assume sj˚ Ñ s˚, and γ1psj˚ q converges to some ν P TΓ. The proof of Lemma 3.1 implies that each γj is
a normal transmitted geodesic on r0, sj˚ s, and so by the geodesic equation is C2-bounded on ΩzΓ, the
bounds depending on the C1pΩzΓq norm of c in some neighborhood of γpr0, s˚sqzΓ.
Consider γps˚´ q for  ą 0. If γps˚´ q is outside Γ, then so is γjpsj˚ ´ q for sufficiently large j. Write
γjpsj˚ ´ q “ γjpsj˚ q ´ γ1jpsj˚ q ` 2Rjpq. Since γj is a geodesic near sj˚ ´ , the remarks above imply
Rjpq is smooth and uniformly bounded in j. Taking limits, we have γps˚ ´ q “ γps˚q ´ ν ` Op2q,
with a locally bounded remainder term. If γ´1pΩzΓq is dense in a neighborhood of s˚, this implies
γ1ps˚q exists and equals ν P TΓ. If not, then by continuity γ P Γ near s˚; hence γ1 exists and lies in TΓ
for some s near s˚. Either way, x is irregular.3
3The argument here covers the possibility of interfaces that are smooth but extremely oscillatory.
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Finally, if infinitely many right-hand side derivatives γ1` are tangent to Γ, a similar argument applies,
flipping signs and replacing sj by the supremum supts | γ1`j psq P TΓu.
• Lastly, if d expBΩpppxjq, T pxjqq is singular for infinitely many j, the same is true at ppxq, T pxq by conti-
nuity.
It is clear that Ωr is open in Rn, not just in Ω, since boundary normal coordinates are always smooth and
well-defined in a sufficiently small neighborhood of BΩ, and therefore none of the conditions for regularity
can fail near BΩ.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let x P Ω, and let γx P ACpΩq be a minimal-length path from x to BΩ.
Suppose first γ intersects Γ at infinitely many points. Then, by continuity, γ´1pΓq contains some closed
interval ra, bs. However, by strict convexity the minimal-length path from γpaq to γpbq cannot be contained
in any intersection ρ´1pγpaqq, a contradiction.
Therefore, γ must intersect Γ at only finitely many points, and between these intersections it must be a
geodesic, just as in Lemma 3.1. By strict convexity, γ may intersect Γ tangentially at most once. If it does so,
say in component Γi, then γ does not enter the domain Ωi bounded by Γi.
Our goal now is to show that among the set of boundary normal transmitted geodesics (those issued form
N˚BΩ), almost none glance from Γ. Let N Ă T˚Ω, the set of normal geodesic covectors, be the flowout of
N˚BΩ by Φ. Similarly, let G Ă T˚Ω, the set of eventually glancing covectors, be the flowout of T˚Γ by the
continuous extension of Φ.
We now show NzG is dense in N by checking Ty,ηN Ć Ty,ηG at any intersection py, ηq P T˚pΩzΓq.
The idea is that every glancing normal transmitted geodesic can be perturbed downward to a non-glancing
normal geodesic. Let γ be the (normal) transmitted geodesic through py, ηq, and let tzu “ γ X Γ; say
z “ Φtpyq, for some t P R.
If ν is the inward pointing normal to the component BΩi “ Γi of Γ at z, consider the points z “ z ` ν.
For each z there is a ζ such that pz, ζq P N . Hence α “ dΦtpν, dζ{d
ˇˇ
“0q P Ty,ηN . However, α cannot
belong to TG, for if it did, we would have a perturbation pz1, ζ 1q “ pz, ζq ` Op2q such that each of the
transmitted bicharacteristics γ1 through pz1, ζ 1q glance from Γ. But for small enough , this is impossible: γ1
cannot glance from interfaces outside Ωi, because γ does not; it cannot glance from Γi by convexity, because
it intersects Ωi; and it cannot intersect interfaces inside Ωi, because they are a finite distance from z.
Therefore, a dense subset of points x P Ω have minimal paths to the boundary not glancing from Γ. Next,
we ensure that not too many of these are focal points or have multiple minimal paths.
For this, suppose γ is a minimal-length admissible path from x P Ω to BΩ, with γp0q “ x and γp1q P BΩ.
Then we can check that all of γpp0, 1qq is almost regular. For suppose some γpsq, s P p0, 1q, had another
minimal admissible path to BΩ besides γ, say η. Then the union η0 “ γ|r0,ss Y η would also be minimal-
length, and therefore must be a purely transmitted geodesic, recalling the proof of Lemma 3.1. But this is
impossible, for if γpsq R Γ, then η0 has a corner at γpsq, while if γpsq P Γ, then η0 cannot satisfy Snell’s law
at γpsq. In particular, x is the limit of a sequence of almost regular points, namely limsÑ0 γpsq. Finally, by
Lemma 3.8, broken normal geodesics do not minimize distance to the boundary past a focal point, so in fact
γpp0, 1qq Ă Ωr, completing the proof.
Lemma 3.8. Let γpsq “ expBΩpp, sq be a broken normal geodesic, where p P BΩ. If γps0q is a focal point and
γps0q R Γ, then γ does not minimize beyond s0. That is, γps1q ă s1 for s1 ą s0.
Proof. The lemma will be proved by reducing to the smooth case, where the result is well known; e.g. [15,
§1.12 and (2.5.15)]. When c is smooth, focal points are discrete along normal geodesics, which follows from
the symplectic property of the geodesic flow as well as a twist condition (see [18, prop. 2.11]). Since the
broken geodesic flow for fixed time parameter is also described by a canonical graph, and satisfies the same
twist condition, essentially the same proof shows that focal points are also discrete along broken normal
geodesics.
Choose then an interval rs1, s2s Q s0 on which γps0q is the sole focal point, and such that γ
ˇˇ
rs1,s2s does not
intersect Γ. Let Ωs1 “ tx P Ω | dpx, BΩq ě s1u; since γps1q is not a focal point, BΩs1 is a smooth hypersurface
near γps1q. Now γ
ˇˇ
rs1,s2s is a normal geodesic having a focal point at γps0q, with respect to BΩs1 . The result
for the smooth case implies γ is not minimizing (w.r.t. BΩs1) past s0. That is, dpBΩs1 , γpsqq ă s ´ s1 for
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s P ps0, s2s. Because dpx, BΩq “ s1 for every point x P BΩs1 , this implies dpBΩ, γpsqq ă s for s P ps0, s2s. It
follows immediately that dpBΩ, γpsqq ă s for all s ą s0, completing the proof.
4 Asymptotic Analysis
In this section and the next, we prove a complementary result on locating the discontinuities in c in boundary
normal coordinates. In geophysics, this is akin to a time migration, with multiple scattering completely
suppressed. Our basic procedure involves sending a wave packet into Ω and tracking its energy as it proceeds;
at each discontinuity in c energy will be lost to the reflected wave, which we can measure with scattering
control. As before, we restrict our attention to the wave equation 1.1; however, the argument is expected to
generalize to arbitrary scalar wave equations.
In preparation, we begin in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 by studying how the energy of a wave packet is trans-
formed by a graph FIO. Wave packets and wave packet frames have a long history in microlocal analysis,
starting with Co´rdoba-Fefferman [6]; see for example [5, 10, 12, 19–21]. Our rather loose definition is in-
spired by Smith [19]. As further preparation, we then recall in Section 4.3 the well-known decomposition of
the wave equation parametrix into components involving reflections and refractions, when the wave speed
is discontinuous. We conclude in Section 5 with the main result.
4.1 Wave packets and propagation of singularities
Let ϕ be a Schwartz function (the standard wave packet) satisfying
• supp pϕ Ă t1 ă ξ1u;
• supp pϕ compact;
• ‖ϕ‖L2 “ 1.
We then introduce parabolic dilates of ϕ, given by a scale factor λ:
ϕλ “ λpn`1q{4ϕpλx1,
?
λx2, . . . ,
?
λxnq. (4.1)
The leading power of λ ensures that ‖ϕλ‖L2 “ 1. Finally, we introduce translations and rotations as follows.
For px, ξq P S˚Rn, let ϕλ,x,ξ “ ϕλ ˝ Mx,ξ, where Mx,ξ is a rigid motion such that dM˚x,ξp0, e1q “ px, ξq,
where e1 “ p1, 0, . . . , 0q. The result ϕλ,x,ξ is a wave packet of frequency λ centered at px, ξq. For brevity, we
accumulate the indices into a single index µ “ pλ, x, ξq.
Next, we describe the frequency and spatial concentration of ϕµ. Define Ξµ “ conepsupp pϕµq Ă Rn, where
conepY q “ ŤaPR`aY is the smallest conic set containing Y . On the spatial side, choose neighborhoods Uλ Q 0
satisfying as λÑ8
• diamUλ Ñ 0;
•
ş
Uλ
|ϕλ|2 dxÑ 1.
Such Uλ exist, since by (4.1) ϕλ becomes increasingly concentrated near the origin as λÑ 8; we may take
Uλ “ Brpλqp0q with radius rpλq „ λ´1{2`, for instance.
Next, define slightly larger sets U 1λ satisfying the same conditions, with Uλ Ă U 1λ. Set Uλ,x,ξ “M´1x,ξpUλ,0,e1q,
and similarly for U 1λ,x,ξ, and choose cutoffs ρµ satisfying
ρµpxq “
#
1, x P Uµ,
0, x R U 1µ.
(4.2)
This completes the construction. Intuitively speaking, a graph FIO maps wave packets to wave packets,
preserving microlocal concentration [19, 20]. Here, we only need the fact that an FIO preserves a wave
packet’s spatial concentration, as expressed in the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.1. Let T be a graph FIO of order zero with associated symplectomorphism χ. Let px0, ξ0q P S˚Θ, and
py0, η0q “ χpx0, ξ0q. Then for any neighborhood V Q y0,
‖Tρλ,x0,ξ0ϕλ,x0,ξ0‖L2pRnzV q Ñ 0 as λÑ8. (4.3)
Proof. We start by cutting off T near px0, ξ0q and away from y. Choose a smooth cutoff σy supported
in V and equal to 1 on a smaller neighborhood V 1 Q y0. Let W “ χ´1pV 1 ˆ Rnq, and pick W 1 with
px0, ξ0q P W 1 Ă W 1 Ă W . Let αpx, ξq be a smooth conic cutoff supported in W and equal to one on W 1, and
σxu “ p2piq´n
ş
eix¨ξαpx, ξqpupξq dξ the associated pseudodifferential cutoff.
For the lemma, it suffices to show ‖p1 ´ σyqTρµϕµ‖ Ñ 0. Actually, since |p1 ´ ρµqϕµ| Ñ 0 as λ Ñ 8, by
L2 boundedness of T it is enough to show ‖p1´ σyqTϕµ‖Ñ 0. For this we split p1´ σyqT :
p1´ σyqT “ K ` L, K “ p1´ σyqTσx, L “ p1´ σyqT p1´ σxq. (4.4)
By definition, Lϕµ “ 0, since r1´αpx, ξqspϕµpξq is identically zero. By construction, K is smoothing, since its
amplitude is zero on the graph of χ. In particular, K is continuous from H´s Ñ L2 for any s, so
‖Kϕµ‖2L2 À ‖ϕµ‖2H´s
“ 1p2piqn
ż
xξy´2s|pϕµpξq|2 dξ
ď xλy´2s 1p2piqn
ż
|pϕµpξq|2 dξ
À λ´2s,
(4.5)
using the fact that |ξ| ą λ{2 on supp pϕµ. This completes the proof.
4.2 Recovery of principal symbols
With the framework laid in the previous subsection, we now show a graph FIO scales the L2 norm of a wave
packet by the principal symbol, to leading order.
Proposition 4.2. Let T be a graph FIO of order zero with associated symplectomorphism χ, with principal
symbol p. Let px0, ξ0q P S˚Θ, and py0, η0q “ χpx0, ξ0q. Then for any neighborhood V of py0, η0q,
‖Tρλ,x,ξϕλ,x,ξ‖2L2pV q Ñ |ppx0, ξ0q|2 as λÑ8. (4.6)
Proof. Let p0 “ ppx0, ξ0q, µ “ µpλq “ pλ, x0, ξ0q. Since p1´ ρµqϕµ Ñ 0 and because of Lemma 4.1, it suffices
to prove this limit holds with a norm on all of Rn, that is,
‖Tϕµ‖2L2pRnq Ñ |p0|2. (4.7)
Given  ą 0, there exists a λ0 such that for all λ ě λ0,
q “ |p0|2 ´  ă |ppx, ξq|2 ă |p0|2 `  “ q for x P Uλ,x0,ξ0 , ξ P Ξλ,x0,ξ0 . (4.8)
Fix λ1 ą λ0, and choose a smooth conic cutoff αpx, ξq supported in Uλ0,x0,ξ0 ˆ Ξλ0,x0,ξ0 and equal to 1 on
Uλ1,x0,ξ0 ˆ Ξλ1,x0,ξ0 . Let σu “ p2piq´n
ş
eix¨ξαpx, ξqpupξq dξ be the associated pseudodifferential cutoff.
Assuming from now on λ ą λ1, we note pId´σqϕµ “ 0. Letting Q “ T˚T P Ψ0,
‖Tϕµ‖2L2 “ xϕµ, Qϕµy “ xϕµ, Qσϕµy. (4.9)
Applying the sharp Ga˚rding inequality to pQ´ qIqσ and pqI ´Qqσ,
xϕµ, Qσϕµy ě q‖ϕµ‖2L2 ` xϕµ,Kϕµy, (4.10)
xϕµ, Qσϕµy ď q‖ϕµ‖2L2 ` xϕµ,Kϕµy, (4.11)
for smoothing operators K, K. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, Kϕµ,Kϕµ Ñ 0 as λÑ8. Hence
|p0|2 ´  ă lim
λÑ8‖Tϕµ‖
2
L2 ă |p0|2 ` , (4.12)
assuming the limit exists. Since  was arbitrary, we conclude limλÑ8‖Tϕµ‖2L2 “ |p0|2.
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4.3 Directly transmitted constituent of the parametrix
For T ą 0, let RT be the solution operator for the wave equation (1.1) on Rn with wave speed c. As is
well-known, RT is (away from glancing rays) the sum of graph FIOs associated with sequences of reflections
and refractions. The first step is a microlocal diagonalization.
Let B P Ψ1pRnzΓq be a pseudodifferential square root of the elliptic spatial operator ´c2∆; choose a
parametrix B´1 P Ψ´1pRnzΓq. Away from Γ,
B2t ´ c2∆ ” pBt ´ iBqpBt ` iBq. (4.13)
The factors Bt ` iB, Bt ´ iB are responsible for propagating singularities px, ξq in the initial data forward
and backward along bicharacteristics, respectively. If u˘ are solutions to pBt ˘ iBqu˘ ” 0, then u “ u` ` u´
solves pB2t ´ c2∆qu ” 0. If g˘ “ u˘p0, ¨q, then u has Cauchy data ph0, h1q “ pg` ` g´, iBg` ´ iBg´q.
Conversely, given h “ ph0, h1q and solving for g`, g´,„
g´
g`

” 12
„
I iB´1
I ´iB´1
 „
h0
h1

. (4.14)
Let Λ: pg`, g´q ÞÑ ph0, h1q. Then R “ Λ
”
R`
R´
ı
Λ´1 for operators R` and R´ which are order-0 FIOs away
from glancing.
Given y P Ωr, let T “ dpy, BΩq and suppose γy intersects Γ exactly k times. Define dt`pyq to be the
principal symbol of the directly transmitted component DT`k of R` at pppyq, νq, where ν is the inward-
pointing normal covector at p. More precisely, in the notation of [4, Appendix A],
DT`k “
#
rTJCS, k “ 0,
rTJBSιMTpJBBιMTqk´1JCB, k ą 0. (4.15)
It can be shown that
|dt`pyq| “
kź
i“1
2
?
cotαi cotβi
cotαi ` cotβi , (4.16)
where αi, βi are the angles between γ1 and the normal to Γ at the ith intersection of γ with Γ.
5 Interface recovery
We are now ready to apply the results of the previous sections and demonstrate how the discontinuities of
c can be located in boundary normal coordinates using outside measurements. The basic idea is to track
the energy of a conormal wave packet as it travels into Ω; each time it passes through a discontinuity in c a
known fraction of its energy is lost to reflection. As usual, a high-frequency limit is employed.
We begin with a result on recovery of the direct transmission’s principal symbol, using wave packets.
Theorem 5.1. Let y P Ωr, p “ ppyq, T “ dpy, pq, and let  ą 0 be sufficiently small. Then there exists a domain
Θ Ą Ω and a covector pp ,˚ ν˚q P S˚Θ such that
∣∣dt`pyq∣∣2 “ lim
λÑ8KEΘT`RT`h0,λ, h0,λ “ Λ
„´icB´1ρλ,p ,˚ν˚ϕλ,p ,˚ν˚
0

. (5.1)
The key interest in Theorem 5.1 is that KEΘT`RT`h0,λ is the kinetic energy of the almost direct
transmission of wave packet h0,λ. With scattering control, it can be obtained from measurements outside
Ω [4, Props. 2.7, 2.8].
According to (4.16), dt`pyq is smooth (in fact, constant) along each normal broken geodesic, except at
discontinuities in c. This means scattering control can recover the discontinuities of c in boundary normal
coordinates as a direct consequence of Theorem 5.1, and this recovery is completely constructive.
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Figure 5.1: Cutoffs αi used in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Theorem C. Assume c is discontinuous on Γ, and let y P Ωr, T “ dpy, BΩq. Then the locations of the singularities
intersected by the normal broken geodesic segment γy (in geodesic normal coordinates) are uniquely determined
by the outside measurement operator F , and given by
γ´1y pΓq “ singsupp
`|dt` ˝ γy|˘. (5.2)
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We indicate just one method for choosing Θ, noting that many others are possible.
Namely, let Θ “ Ω´2; that is, Θ is the 2-neighborhood of Ω. Assume  is sufficiently small that no two
distinct geodesics normal to BΩXB4T ppq intersect before reaching Θ (that is, no caustics form near p). Then
d˚px,Θq “ d˚px,Ωq ` 2 for any x P B2T ppq X Ω.
We next choose the wave packet covector pp˚, ν˚q. Define γ as the maximal unit-speed geodesic with
γp0q “ p and γ1p0q the inward normal to BΩ. Let pp˚, ν˚q “ γ15p´q, and µ “ µpλq “ pλ, p ,˚ ν˚q. For the rest
of the proof, assume λ is sufficiently large that supp ρµ Ă ΘzΩ: the wave packet’s cutoff lies inside the initial
data region.
Now, we examine the energy distribution of the wavefields generated by corresponding wave packets at
time T . In particular, we would like to show that the region ΘT`, whose energy we probe with scattering
control, contains only the directly transmitted component of the wavefield, in the high-frequency limit. If
there were no glancing rays on any reflected branches, we could directly apply Proposition 4.2 to conclude
the proof. Instead, we follow a more careful argument.
To this end, we will decompose the energy of the wavefields generated by corresponding wave packets
at time T . Since y is a regular point, γ intersects only finitely many interfaces, and each intersection is
transversal. Let t˜1, . . . , t˜m be the times of intersection. Let γ1, . . . , γm be the (unit-speed) reflected geodesics,
parameterized so that γipt˜iq “ γpt˜iq. Now choose slightly later times t1, . . . , tm such that
t˜1 ă t1 ă t˜2 ă t2 ă . . . ă t˜m ă tm ă T. (5.3)
such that γi intersects no interfaces in the time interval pt˜1, t1s.
After each intersection, we capture the reflected energy with cutoffs α1, . . . , αm. Namely, let αi to be a
smooth bump function equal to 1 in a neighborhood of γiptiq and supported away from ΓYtγptiqu. Because
γi is not a minimal length path from γiptiq to BΘ we can choose suppαi small enough that dpsuppαi, BΘq ă
ti ` ´ δ for some δ ą 0 (independent of ). Figure 5.1 illustrates the setup.
Then we may divide RT` into reflected and directly transmitted components as follows:
RT` “ Rt2`...`tmα1Rt1`
`Rt3`...`tmα2Rt2p1´ α1qRt1`
`Rt4`...`tmα3Rt3p1´ α2qRt2p1´ α1qRt1`
` ¨ ¨ ¨`
` αmRtmp1´ αm´1qRtm´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ p1´ α1qRt1`
` p1´ αmqRtmp1´ αm´1qRtm´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ p1´ α1qRt1`.
(5.4)
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Assuming now that  is chosen smaller than δ, finite speed of propagation ensures that the first m (reflected)
terms in (5.4) vanish on ΘT`, leaving only the final (transmitted) term.
DT ” p1´ αmqRtmp1´ αm´1qRtm´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ p1´ α1qRt1`, (5.5)
this equivalence modulo smoothing operators holding in a conic neighborhood of pp˚, ν˚q. A single graph
FIO is required for applying Proposition 4.2, , so we define ĄDT` “ c´1BDT`cB´1, a graph FIO of order 0.
Then the vanishing of the reflected terms in (5.4) implies
KEΘT`RT`Λ
„´icB´1ρµϕµ
0

“
∥∥∥ĄDT`ρµϕµ∥∥∥2
L2pΘT`q
. (5.6)
By Proposition 4.2,
lim
λÑ8
∥∥∥pĄDT``Kqρµϕµ∥∥∥2
L2pΘT`q
“ |spp ,˚ ν˚q|2, (5.7)
where s is the principal symbol of ĄDT`, equal to that of DT`. Since R` has a principal symbol of unity,
|spp ,˚ ν˚q|2 “ |spp, νq|2 “ |dt`pyq|2.
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